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Singer-songwriter Markus Rill is still the only German artist on the Blue Rose label, which is mostly 

dedicated to roots & rock from the American continent. Yet this renowned artist has honed his 

Americana craft over many years, numerous strong albums and a wealth of international tours – 

bringing him up to par with greats like his Blue Rose label mates James McMurtry, Todd Thibaud, 

Tim Easton, John Hiatt, Steve Earle and Leeroy Stagger as well as artists like Dave Alvin, John Prine, 

Ray Wylie Hubbard, Tom Russell. And, no, these comparisons are not hyperbolic. Markus Rill 

consistently writes top-class songs and delivers them in his distinctive sandstone voice with passion 

and emotion. An authentic, genuine guy who is deeply immersed in his songs and stories or draws 

from his own real life experience. 

All of this is also true of his brand-new album Wild, Blue & True. With his last three albums Markus 

Rill fulfilled his dream of recording in the States with the finest Americana musicians more than once. 

Wild, Blue & True, however, has been recorded in Germany with mostly German musicians – but it 

certainly sounds like excellent, authentic Americana.. Together they conjure a fantastic Americana 

spectacle between folk & country, rock’n’roll and singer-songwriter with a healthy dose of electric-

guitar driven roots rock!   

Yes, Wild, Blue & True is a very diversified, wide-ranging album; the songs are full of interesting 

characters and stories which create little movies in the listener’s mind. Markus Rill has never sounded 

more open, relaxed, versatile and eloquent – he really has matured into a master of his craft! 

Tracklist: 

1. Wild Blue True-Hearted Man 

2. Your Own Private Rainbow 

3. The Kid From Tupelo 

4. Skinny Teddy 

5. Comforting Thought 

6. The Boy Who Never Was My Friend 

7. Fast Forward 

8. Girl Of Many Secrets 

9. Natascha 

10. Future Memory 

11. Maybe More 

12. Time To Go 

13. Falling Into Place 
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